L I T E PA P E R

When Bitcoin was introduced to the world, little must have the anonymous inventor have
thought what the underlying blockchain technology could help birth. Today, we are at a trijunction of DeFi (which, of course, has shown its worth in some truly revolutionary real-world use cases), NFTs (which are confusing to some, liberating to others), and
play-to-earn (which are games that you can play and earn profits). The fact that blockchain
technology is supporting all of this helps us stay assured (to an extent) that it is safe, secure,
and fun (also, evolving)

AT THE TRIJUNCTION OF
DEFI, NFT AND P2E
After the ICO boom and subsequent bust, DeFi emerged, around the beginning of 2018, as
a sensible application of decentralized technology. Set Protocol, 0x, Dharma, and DyDx
started working together to build an alternative financial system. Gradually, the DeFi movement became an open community for decentralized finance platforms, all of which work
toward the goals of decentralization, along with achieving open-source interoperability,
collaboration, and transparency. As of writing this paper, the total locked value (TLV) on all
DeFi protocols was in excess of USD 105 billion. This is a testament to the faith of the community in DeFi as well as the robustness of the evolving ecosystem.
NFTs (Non-fungible tokens) became a natural extension of blockchain technology. It was
simply a matter of time when art, in all its myriad forms, was “tokenized,” thereby resolving
the long-standing problem of protection of intellectual property rights of artists. Today,
there is a global attraction towards NFTs that are garnering millions of dollars and creating
a level playing field for artists, buyers, and collectors.
Play-to-earn (P2E) games arenʼt new. But with blockchain technology, they have taken a
whole new meaning. The gaming industry is worth more than USD 170 billion but up until
now, it was only the gaming studios that churned a profit. With crypto-powered gaming
platforms, the gamers now have an opportunity to become real stakeholders – not just
playing games for enjoyment, but to earn profits and rewards every time they play and win.

The marriage of DeFi, NFTs, and the P2E model is seen in all its glory in the current platforms
that wish to bring the best that blockchain tech has to offer to users around the world. NFTs
are powering the P2E space, allowing users to buy, sell and trade in-game items (as NFTs)
even off the gaming platform, on secondary marketplaces. For example, Axie Infinity and
Decentraland are leveraging the Ethereum blockchain to allow the exchange of in-game
items as NFTs on OpenSea and other similar NFT marketplaces. DeFi functionalities are
being embedded in P2E platforms for yield farming on NFTs.

SWAPIT:
INTEGRATING THE THREE ASPECTS
OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
SWAPIT is a social gaming platform that brings the powerful features of DeFi and NFTs to
users. It is the first and largest gaming platform in the industry to introduce gamification
with the latest trends of NFTs, DeFi, cryptocurrency, and blockchain technology. The
SWAPIT Corporation was incorporated in January 2021 and has a team that has extensive
experience in a diverse range of fields.
SWAPIT is essentially a card game with multiple opportunities to play and earn. The platform uses a 100% random number generator to issue items for the game. Players can earn
more items through the powerful compensation plan and can buy packages with items.
The bigger the package, the more the items.
The items mentioned are virtual cards that can be considered as “virtual tokens” to be used
in the game. Overall, there are 980,000,020 of these virtual cards, all split into multiple
values with the Joker being the most exclusive with a maximum supply of 20.

HOW THE GAME IS PLAYED
These cards are played in monthly pools. The company contributes 30% of its profits into
these pools (a mix of direct funds, NFTs, and specific airdrops chosen by the SWAPIT
team). 10% goes into the 5 Suited Aces Pool and 20% is used for token purchase which is
divided into 5 pools for the airdrop. All pools are paid out 100% in BTC.

Before playing the pools, users check the cards they hold with them. Inside the game, these
are sorted by number, rank, and suit.
The first pool is the “ community pool” whereby the users simply
drop any single card into the pool and enter the monthly lucky
draw of special edition collectible NFTs with secret gifts and rewards. Users can also participate in the monthly token airdrops by
simply contributing any 4 random cards into this pool. For every 4
items contributed, users earn one share of the airdrop pool.

The next pool is “ 4-of-a-kind,” meaning 4 cards of the same
number regardless of suit. Any 4-of-a-kind that a user submits
counts as one share in the monthly airdrop and one share in the
monthly NFT lucky draw.

The Straight Flush pool requires the user to submit 5 cards in sequence of the same suit. An example would be 2-3-4-5-6 of
Hearts. Each Straight Flush earns users one share in the monthly
airdrop and one share in the monthly NFT lucky draw.

The Royal Straight Flush, which means the 10-J-Q-K-A, all in the
same suit, earns the users one share in the monthly airdrop and
one share in the monthly NFT lucky draw.

The 5 Aces pool has 5 Aces of any suit or a mix of suits. Every 5
Aces earns users one share in the monthly airdrop and one share
in the monthly NFT lucky draw.

The Holy Grail of the game is the 5 Suited Aces Pool and is made
up of 4 Aces of the same suit plus the correctly suited JOKER. 5
Suited Aces earn users one share in the monthly airdrop and one
share in the monthly NFT lucky draw. Plus, the users take home

As mentioned above, there are only 20 Joker cards out of the total 980,000,020 cards. A
Joker is required to win the top pool. A joker can be used in multiple ways –

°

If a Joker is submitted to the pool by a member, the company will then mint a special “Joker NFT” and put it up for public auction. The only accepted payment
option in this auction will be the SWAPIT (SWIT) token. The auction will be open
for 90 days.

°

If a Joker is issued to a member and the member does not want to submit it into
the pools, he/she can request to have it minted as an NFT. The member can then
choose to keep it, sell it or give it away as he/she wishes.

All items that users submit into the pools will be off the market for the duration of the game
and removed from the randomizer. For each 10% of items, 10% of the SWAPIT token will be
released. 50% of these tokens will be given for free to members based on rank.

EARNING OPPORTUNITIES
ON SWAPIT
Apart from the rewards in the form of dropped NFTs and monthly airdrops, members can
actually earn money by referring the SWAPIT business to their network of friends and acquaintances. First and of utmost importance is the Automated Security Audit System
(ASAS) which protects the company and its member from ever overpaying. This system
caps the weekly pay-outs at 80%, and, if for some reason, the calculations show a potential
pay-out above 80%, the system automatically re-calculates the bonuses by using a point
value lower than 1.0.
The first bonus for members is the Binary Bonus (BB). Binary means two and so, in order to
earn from this bonus, members need to build two teams. Members need to personally introduce one member with a paid package in each of the two teams to qualify. Each paid package generates a business volume or BV.
Traditionally a binary plan deducts the same amount of BV from each of the teams but pays
10% of the lesser teamʼs volume. The SWAPIT binary, however, pays 10% of the total balanced volume between the two teams. 10% Binary bonus is the standard, but as a free
member, players can start earning 5% and as a Legend member, they can earn up to 12%
Binary bonus.
Each package has a maximum weekly binary income cap, starting at USD 500 per week
and all the way up to USD 150,000 per week. This commission is paid out as follows,

65%

65% to playersʼ cash account from which they can withdraw in bitcoin and/or use
for additional purchases in the system.

25%

25% to playersʼ card account from where they can add more cards to their game
account.

10%

Remaining 10% goes into a pool to cover all fees regarding withdrawals, minting
of NFTs, transaction costs for airdrops, liquidity pool, and to purchase even more
tokens for the monthly airdrops.

Another bonus that the members are eligible for is the Matching Bonus (MB) or duplication
bonus. This is where members are rewarded for helping others to earn the binary bonus.
When members introduce more people into the business, they can earn a matching 5% on
top of their own earnings. Members can qualify for a matching bonus in up to 7 levels based
on how many people they personally introduce and what kind of package the referring
members hold. The matching bonus is paid out in the same fashion as the binary bonus but
the matching bonus has no weekly cap. It is, however, also protected by the ASAS.
The next bonus is the Fast Start Bonus (FSB). This is the only time-sensitive bonus in the
system and it is also a one-time bonus. From the date a member joins the SWAPIT business, they have exactly 4 weeks to qualify for this bonus. To qualify, they simply need to personally introduce 4 members, all with a paid package. The average price of those 4 paid
packages will be the referring memberʼs Fast Start Bonus. There is no limit to how many referrals you can personally introduce and should a member introduce more than 4 in their
first 4 weeks, then it will be the highest valued packages that counts towards their FSB. The
FSB is paid 50/50 to a memberʼs cash account and card account.

HOW TO JOIN SWAPIT
SWAPIT has a range of packages to choose from. Users can decide to become members
by starting with a free “apprentice package.” This package does not hold any game items
(cards), but users can start to earn the 5% binary bonus.

All the higher packages contain game cards according to their value and allow higher
access to matching bonuses plus 10% Binary Bonus.
The Top 3 packages are the real business builder packages. They are - Platinum at $,2,500,
Diamond at $5,000 and the Legend Package at $10,000. Each package has varying
weekly caps. The highest Binary Bonus of 12% is applicable for the Legend package. Members are also eligible to receive a lot more game items if they hold higher packages.
If a member decides to start off with a lower package, they can always climb their way to a
higher level simply by adding more packages to their account. The BV value of the accumulated packages defines when a member reaches the next level. For example, if a
member buys 1 x Platinum and 2 x Diamond, they will have accumulated 11,000 BV and
therefore qualify as a Legend holder.
On top of earning more items through the compensation plan, members can also subscribe
to monthly items to ensure their game participation. They can choose subscriptions between 5, 10 and 25 cards and the length of the subscription contracts are from 3 months
up to 12 months. Subscriptions are paid upfront but the attached BV will be released
monthly, along with the game items. Once BV is released, it also counts towards package
accumulation as previously discussed.

THE SWAPIT RANKING SYSTEM
SWAPIT has developed a system
to reward results and achievements. Based on paid volume
(balanced volume), members can
achieve ranks within the system.
Ranks can also come with rewards and all ranks starting from
an activated member (meaning
anyone with a paid package) all
the way up to President 3, qualifies for the SWAPIT token airdrop.

Monica White
has reached the
ranking of

PRESIDENT 1

The higher the rank, the lesser the
people in the pool, which means
that more tokens/rewards are to
be acquired. In total, there are 19
ranks and each of them will receive 5% of the SWAPIT Token
airdrops.
5% of the SWAPIT airdrop is reserved for Legend Package Holders. They will share this 5%
on top of whatever airdrop they earn through their rank. This is, however, applicable for the
first 1,000 Legend holders and these 1,000 will also be rewarded with a special limited-edition Legend NFT along with multiple other benefits.
As far as Legend holders beyond the first 1,000 are concerned, they will be eligible for participating in special quarterly NFT and Token airdrops, plus enjoy the benefits of VIP support and other perks.
Currently, the ranks on the SWAPIT platform are from an Activated Member (holding one
card) to Supporter, Team Leader, Coach, Manager, Executive, and President (with three
sub-ranks in each rank from Supporter to President; e.g., Supporter 1, Supporter 2, Supporter 3, and so on).

THE SWIT TOKEN:
TOKENOMICS, UTILITY AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The platform token of SWAPIT is called SWIT. The SWIT token is backed by the network
effect created by members; the more the number of members, the more is the liquidity,
eventually resulting in greater value for the token. This concept is similar to community-powered tokens like SHIB and DOGE.

While SWIT is certainly not a “meme” coin, like DOGE, it borrows from its social aspects in
that its value is derived from the importance its community gives it. We aim to bring the
community together – for fun and to reward them generously for participating in the ecosystem that has been created to empower each and every member. Token distribution is
also linked to the growth of the community. So when the community grows, every member,
new and old, benefits from the power of the overall community.
Weʼve built the SWIT tokens for the long term, input utility in them, and we reward the users.
The SWAPIT token (SWIT) has a total supply of 1 billion (1,000,000,000). Thus, for every
10% release, 100 million tokens will enter the market. 50 million of these will be given for
free to members and the remaining 50 million will be used for the liquidity pool once the
token starts trading.
SWIT tokens will be listed on public DeFi cryptocurrency exchanges. SWAPIT smart contract will be audited by accredited 3rd party validators and publicly displayed. All transactions can be traced on the Binance blockchain.

SWIT STAKING PROGRAM
LOCK IN PERIOD

INTEREST(% )

TOTAL

APR

1 month

3% / month

3%

36%

3 months

4% / month

12%

48v%

6 months

5% / month

30%

36%

12 months

6 % / month

90%

36%

While members are allowed to have multiple contracts, they cannot be canceled mid-term.
The initial staked amount, as well as the interest, are released only after the lock-in period
has ended.
The LP (Liquidity Provider) tokens are locked for 6 months.

UTILITY OF THE SWIT TOKEN
The SWIT token, like all utility tokens, plays a central role on the SWAPIT platform. It has current as well as future utilities and its role is set to increase, as more features and functionalities are added to SWAPIT, in line with our philosophy to create a holistic ecosystem that integrates the best of DeFi, NFTs and play-to-earn model

°

Purchase of packages - The first utility of SWIT is to purchase packages on the
SWAPIT platform. There are different packages on the platform – Apprentice,
Starter, Bronze, Solver, Gold, Platinum, Diamond and Legend. They are priced

from 0 (for Apprentice) to $10,000 (for Legend) and the number of cards increases from Apprentice to Legend. The bigger the package, the more the benefits and better chances of winning more rewards.

°

Joker auctions - Every time a Joker is submitted, the respective NFT will be
minted. 90 days after submission the company will publicly auction off the Joker
to get it back into circulation. And the only payment option accepted in the auction is the SWIT token. Proceeds from the auction will be donated to charity.

°

Voting for project selection airdrop – As a community token, the SWIT gives the
power back into the hands of the community. As more and more members of the
community hold the SWIT token, they will have the power, and responsibility, to
choose what is best for the overall community. One of the responsibilities of
community members (and holders of the SWIT token) is to vote for the selection
of the project whose tokens will be airdropped.nated to charity.

Every month, the SWAPIT team chooses an exciting project with which it partners for its
token airdrop to members of the SWAPIT community. Currently, this is an exclusive responsibility of the executive team at SWAPIT. However, as SWIT holders increase in number, the
community will share this responsibility.
Other uses of SWIT token will be in,

METAVERSE
INTEGRATION

NFT’S
PURCHASES

PROJECT

TECHNICAL DETAILS OF SWIT
SWIT protocol:

Name:

Liquidity Fee:

Total Supply:

BSC

SWAPIT

4%

1,000,000,000

Symbol:

Website:

Reflection:

Marketing Fee

SWIT

SWIT.BUZZ

4%

2%

Smart contract address:

0XC3DB171916C77CC55B80342BBA8A527EB73002F3

SWIT tokens Distribution:

10 MILLION

for first Airdrop (15-Dec 2021)

400 MILLION
locked

200 MILLION

for packages purchase and Private Sale
( Liquidity Support)

200 MILLION

for staking program

SUMMARY
SWAPIT is more than a play-to-earn game. It goes above and beyond the traditional dimensions of such platforms by providing multiple ways for members to earn, not just by playing
the game but actually considering it as a viable and profitable business opportunity.
The SWIT token plays a central role in the SWAPIT ecosystem and being a community
token, the power resides with the community through the holding of the SWIT tokens. As
the community increases, the rewards each member gets increased, and so does the value
of the SWIT token.
By integrating the best of DeFi, NFT tech and P2E, SWAPIT is set to transform the intersection of these advancements of blockchain technology. And we are inviting you to become
part of this transformation.

